The semantic paradoxes arise when the range of the quantifiers in the object language is too generous in certain ways. But it is not really clear how unfair to Urdu or to Hindi it would be to view the range of their quantifiers as insufficient to yield an explicit definition of ‗true-in-Urdu' or ‗true-inHindi'. Or, to put the matter in another, if not more serious, way, there may in the nature of the case always be something we grasp in understanding the language of another (the concept of truth) that we cannot communicate to him. In any case, most of the problems of general philosophical interest arise within a fragment of the relevant natural language that may be conceived as containing very little set theory. Of course these comments do not meet the claim that natural languages are universal. But it seems to me this claim, now that we know such universality leads to paradox, is suspect.
in the nature of the case always be something we grasp in understanding the language of another (the concept of truth) that we cannot communicate to him. In any case, most of the problems of general philosophical interest arise within a fragment of the relevant natural language that may be conceived as containing very little set theory. Of course these comments do not meet the claim that natural languages are universal. But it seems to me this claim, now that we know such universality leads to paradox, is suspect.
--Truth and Meaning‖
Thus did Davidson reply to Tarski's objection that a truth-theoretic semantics for a natural language will self-destruct when that language's Liar sentence rolls down the input chute.
It is a curiously brief, compressed, and as Lepore and Ludwig say (2005, p. 133) perfunctory response to an apparently devastating problem. Obviously he was not daunted, much less devastated, though he did say he -wish[ed he] had…a serious answer‖ (1967, 2 p. 314). -…I will say only why I think we are justified in carrying on without having disinfected this particular source of conceptual anxiety.‖
LEPORE AND LUDWIG'S WAYS OUT
The foregoing famous passage contains at least two, probably three and possibly four different points, and it is hard to say which of its sentences contributes to which of those. My own breakdown would be linear: The first point is put in the opening two sentences; the third sentence (-Or,…‖) could be an attempt to restate that first point, but could also be taken as making a second one; the fourth sentence (-In any case,…‖) states a new point; and the concluding sentence (-But it seems to me…‖) suggests a further one.
Lepore and Ludwig unpack the passage into two overall appeals. The first is the one about quantifier ranges, which they gloss in this way: -[N]atural languages should not be regarded as having the expressive resources required to generate the paradoxes, despite appearances to the contrary‖ (p. 133). Second, whether not we take natural languages to be universal, 1 and even if they are subject to the paradoxes, -little is lost if we ignore the semantic vocabulary‖ (ibid.).
The point about quantifier range is this: A Tarskian truth definition quantifies over sentences of the object language, as in -For all sentences s of L, if …s…, then s is T iff….‖ But ‗[i]f the quantifiers of the object language do not include within their scope [sic;
meaning range] every sentence of the object language, particularly those with ‗is T', we could not generate the semantic paradoxes from a sentence of the above form stated in the language, nor could we define a truth predicate for the language as a whole‖ (pp. 133-34).
Lepore and Ludwig speculate that Davidson had in mind a type theory built into the object 3 language, which type theory would enforce some version of Russell's Vicious Circle principle. -The suggestion, in a nutshell, then, is that natural language sentences are interpreted by their speakers so as to avoid vicious definitional circles‖ (p. 135). On this view, when we see a sentence metapredicating truth, such as -‗-Snow is white‖ is true' is true,‖ we would have to disambiguate, and of course there would follow -an infinite hierarchy of interpretations of truth predicates, and correspondingly of quantifiers, which are understood differently depending on the restrictions on the values of their variables, imposed by what predicates they are used with‖ (ibid.). 2 But the paradoxes would not arise.
Lepore and Ludwig do not rest content with that, for -[i]t is at least tendentious to
claim that speakers of natural languages have the sophistication this response to the problem presupposes. And it does not seem impossible for a natural language to be semantically defective in the way that would give rise to the semantic paradoxes‖ (pp. 135-36) . (In fn 111 they add that of course the infinite hierarchy of interpretations suggests an antiDavidsonian failure of learnability as well.) So they move on to the point about little being lost.
Viz., they consider the move I had discussed in Lycan (1984, p. 25 ): Suppose we restrict our attention to the largest fragment of English that contains no semantical terms.
That fragment will be nearly all of English, and will pose all the myriad semantical puzzles that linguists discuss. To give a truth-theoretic semantics for that fragment would be a monumental achievement, and it would have all the advantages that Davidson claimed for his sort of investigation-explaining semantical data, showing how the meanings of complex expressions depend on those of their parts, thereby showing how infinite capacity is generated from finite means, and so on. The worst one could say about the fragment 4 semantics is that it would not be complete; -our ambition to provide a meaning theory for natural languages would not be fully achieved‖ (p. 137). Now, I myself do not agree that that is the worst that could be said of the incomplete theory. A truth theory for the largest fragment of English that contained no words for vegetables would be incomplete too, but in a way that no one would care about because the lack would have no theoretical significance. Moreover, obviously, the incomplete theory would not just happen to be incomplete; it would be incomplete on pain of contradiction were it to be extended. Our ambition to provide a meaning theory for natural languages would (so far as has been shown) still be impossible, not just not fully achieved.
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Notice that the advantages of the fragment approach would be preserved, and honor a bit better satisfied, if the whole language were treated, but in a paraconsistent logic whereby the Liar contradiction could simply be walled off. One's overall theory would be inconsistent, but there would be no Explosion. (If one were a dialetheist, one could even insist that the theory is true.
)
In any case, happily, Lepore and Ludwig do not rest content with the fragment approach either. At this point (pp. 137-38) they advert to a claim they have defended earlier in their book (Ch. 4): that contra Davidson himself, it is not the truth theory for a language that gives the meanings of that language's sentences; rather, the meaning theory for the language is derived from the truth theory by way of a formula that speaks of translations: As has been well known at least since the publication of , there is no purely syntactic or semantic way of picking out sentences that generate Liar antinomies.
Self-reference is not required for such antinomies, since pairs or triples of individually innocent sentences can contain Liar contradictions through cyclical inter-reference.
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Moreover, whether a given set of sentences is Liar-paradoxical can depend on contingent, extralinguistic fact. Consider an example of a -contingent Liar cycle‖ in the sense of Kripke and also Barwise and Etchemendy (1987, p. 23 ):
( 1 ) Max has the three of clubs.
( 2 ) (ß) is true.
(ß) Either ( 1 ) or ( 2 ) is false.
The contradiction in this set would be no antinomy if ( 1 ) were, as a matter of fact, false.
But it is an antinomy because (we are assured) ( 1 ) happens to be true. However, we need not, and I do not, grant that the various truth predicates are sheerly ambiguous, like -die,‖ -die‖ and -die.‖ They are at worst paronymous, since their meanings are, to say the least, closely analogous, and clearly one could learn -true n ‖ by 9 analogical stretching from -true n -1 .‖ 11 But in what follows I shall be able to finesse this issue.
Recall that in any case -true‖ is relative to a language; a sentence is not just true or false, period, but true or false in such-and-such a language. Therefore we need not regard -true‖ as being homonymous as between all the different metalanguages; we can simply relativize it to a metalevel, as indeed we have implicitly had to do all along. Thus, let us replace -true 0 ‖ by -true-in-O,‖ where O is the object-language part of English, and replace 
THREE BAD OBJECTIONS
First objection: My title promised a truth predicate in the object language. Piquant advertising, since everyone thinks Tarski simply proved by reductio that there cannot be a truth predicate in the object language. Piquant and false advertising, since Tarski did prove that there cannot be a truth predicate in the object language. Moreover, as a matter of public record, I have myself accepted his hierarchical alternative format for semantical predication and (precisely) kicked semantical terms out of the object language. Well, yes. Of course there cannot be a truth predicate in the object language strictly so called. But the natural language we call English can contain -true‖ as an English word.
The individuation of -languages‖ is a notoriously slippery matter (cf. Lycan [1984, pp. 70-71] ), and in talking of languages we do often use coarse-grained counting policies as well as fine-grained ones.
For example, we say of Roger, an acquaintance of mine, that his only language is English (he knows no Spanish, German, or other foreign tongue); but in fact Roger's written English and his spoken conversational English differ both lexically and grammatically, and he is also fluent in urban Black dialect when he chooses to use it. Does he then speak one language, or three? It simply depends on how we choose to count. Because his (at least) three dialects are so closely related to each other and so distant from any Spanish, German etc. dialects, it is convenient for most everyday purposes to count them as dialects of a single language and call that language just -English.‖ But for purposes of linguistic theory, since the three dialects differ in their syntax and in their vocabulary, we treat them separately and each gets its own grammar and truth theory, even though there is lots of overlap.
So too, we may treat M 1 as distinct from O, M 2 as distinct from both, and so on up.
Their grammars and their truth theories will overlap heavily, just as Roger's dialects do albeit more so, but for theoretical purposes they are numerically distinct. At the same time,
for everyday purposes we lump them together and call the speaker-hearer's language -English.‖ There is nothing illicit, sloppy or fictional about that practice; it is simply coarse-grained individuation. And it is in that sense that, on my view, English contains its own truth predicate. for logicians.) For there is an historical limit to the level of metalinguistic predication ever actually performed by a human speaker, and no doubt there is a psychological and/or psychobiological limit to the level that could be performed even by a very gifted speaker.
Linguists, philosophers and mathematicians may occasionally have used M 6 to discuss M 5 , but that is very unusual behavior, and it is unlikely that anyone has ever used M 37 to discuss M 36 ; it is unlikely that anyone save perhaps Lewis Carroll or Nuel Belnap has ever mentally represented M 5 . 15 The objector is right to assume that any metalanguage that is represented is represented in the brain, but few metalanguages have been represented at all.
My view does imply that everyone has an internal general concept of the relation of metalanguage to object language, and so implicitly the idea of an M 37 directed upon M 36 ; the hierarchy must be potentially realized in normal speaker-hearers. I think that consequence is true, since the required notions of implicitness and potentiality are very weak, entailing nothing about the actual representation of many higher-level metalanguages.
A TOUGHER OBJECTION
The previous three objections misunderstood the structure of my proposal. But here is a fourth, which does not: 16 Sometimes we predicate truth of a conjunction whose conjuncts are of different levels, or of a sentence-token whose containing language we do not know, or of a bound variable that may range over sentences from different languages.
E.g.:
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(1) -‗Snow is white' is true, and grass is green‖ is true.
(2) What Mary said is true, asserted because we are confident of Mary's sincerity and reliability on the topic, without knowing what it was she said or what language she said it in.
(3) Everything John said tonight was true,
where John made a number of assertions, most in the object language but some of them themselves truth predications. In such a case we may have excellent grounds for our own truth predication but no notion at all of which level of my Tarskian hierarchy we are discussing. Thus there is no nonarbitrary way of determining the appropriate level.
This is a nasty problem for some hierarchical solutions as they would apply to natural languages, viz., for any solution that posited successive truth predicates, -true 0 ,‖ -true 1 ,‖..., as distinct and primitive (though paronymous) morphemes from distinct languages. We would have to find a principled way of deciding which one of those morphemes was expressed by -true‖ as it occurs in (1), then which one is expressed in (2), then which in (3), and so on for every other such example. Also, and worse, it does not seem that any of the successive truth morphemes could univocally be expressed by the concluding -true‖ in (1) or in (3), for that -true‖ crosses levels and none of the morphemes is allowed to do that.
The problem is not nearly so bad for my own theory, since I treat -true‖ itself as univocal and locate my hierarchy rather in the subscripted names of my nested languages.
Moreover, since my -true‖ is relative and must always be filled in by an overt or covert language parameter, we have some options available. -True‖ can be filled in by the name of 15 a specific language or by a bound variable, so we could try various names, and variables bound in various ways.
Names will not work, for we often do not know which language we are discussing.
In the case of (2), for example, we do not know which language Mary used. We may even have heard her utterance (and failed to understand it) without knowing what language she was speaking. Thus we are not in a position to interpret (2) as anything of the form, -What
Mary said is true-in-L,‖ where -L‖ is replaced by the proper name of a language. Variables it will have to be.
A first suggestion would posit simple existential quantification; -true‖ would be understood as meaning -true in some language or other.‖ Our three test cases would be interpreted as follows:
(1E) (L)T[-‗Snow is white' is true, and grass is green‖, L]
Or, regimenting also within the mention quotes,
(3), existentially read, has a scope ambiguity:
Let us see whether the existential proposal works. 16 If -language‖ is taken very broadly in this discussion, as including every formal structure of <lexicon, semantic interpretation, grammar> that exists in Plato's Heavenmerely possible languages, if you like-then (1E)-(3E) are obviously too weak, for each is trivially true. Rather, -language‖ must comprehend only tongues that are actually spoken and understood by sentient beings.
Even so, consider (2). (2E) might be made true by the coincidental occurrence of Mary's sentence in an actual language other than the one she was using, even though her sentence was false in the language she was using and hence (2) is intuitively false. So (2E) as an analysis is uncomfortably hostage to the facts, viz., to the nonexistence of an alternative containing language in which Mary's sentence occurs and is true. We might think the latter fact to be a very robust one; Davidson's (1969, p. 163 Thus, the existential readings do not help. But moving on to universal quantification does not help either. The universal method offers the following paraphrases.
(1U) (L)T[-‗Snow is white' is true, and grass is green‖, L]
Or, again regimenting within the mention quotes, Instead let us try proprietary quantification, and bind our language variable with a definite description operator, expressed by the Russellian iota. The idea will be that a given sentence-token will be true-in its own containing language. This of course requires the assumption that every sentence-token has, associated with it, a single designated or proprietary language. But that assumption is not implausible, for we may suppose that each sentence-token was produced by its utterer in a particular language. 17 Thus, for any such token we can speak of the language in which it was produced, (L)Prod(S,L).
(1P) T[-‗Snow is white' is true, and grass is green‖, (L)Prod(-‗Snow is white' is true, and grass is green‖, L)] Or (1P') T[-T[‗Snow is white', (L)Prod(‗Snow is white', L)] & Grass is green‖, (L)Prod(-T[‗Snow is white', (L)Prod(‗Snow is white', L)] & Grass is green‖, L)] 19 (2P) T[(S)(Said(Mary, S)), (L)Prod(S,L)] (3P) (S)(Said (tonight) (John, S)  T[S, (L)Prod(S,L)])
Will these do? Mechanically, it seems, yes. (1) says that -‗Snow is white' is true in its own designated L and grass is green‖ is true in its designated L, which seems right, assuming -Snow is white‖ is true-in-O and the whole quoted containing sentence is true-in- (2) is now understood as saying that what Mary said was true in its designated L, whichever language that was; thus we do not need to know the level of Mary's token. (3) says that everything John said was true in its respective L, whatever jumble of levels might be represented by John's collected discourse. So far, at least, our current proposal is adequate to the data.
But it is not perfect.
TWO FURTHER DIFFICULTIES
Two problems stand out, the most obvious of which results from the fine grain of my hierarchy of metalanguages. My -designated language‖ assumption is not merely the claim that someone's token, say of /mpdɔkliyz liypt/, was issued in English rather than in German or vice versa. For the assumption to serve its purpose it must be understood as meaning that every token is produced at a particular level of its utterer's Tarskian hierarchy. There. That should be enough to motivate my assignment policy, and the policy seems enough to support our -designated language‖ assumption. I do not anticipate any difficulty in formalizing the policy.
But now we must face the second problem of the two I mentioned. It is that I have played fast and loose with the type/token distinction. I have couched my response to the -tough objection,‖ and my new assignment policy, in terms of sentence-tokens rather than sentence-types. That was because our problem examples (2) and (3) seemed to concern tokens, or at least utterances made on specific occasions, and also because focusing on tokens is a good way of finessing difficulties created by ambiguity and deixis. But (1) forces the issue: The sentence it mentions need not have been tokened, recently or ever; I 22 doubt that that sentence has in fact ever been tokened in its own right. And even if that mentioned sentence has been tokened by someone at some point, no particular token of its mentioned sentence -Snow is white‖ is at hand, so there is no token there to fix a -language‖ in which the sentence is to be true. In general, a sentence evaluated as true or false need not have been -produced‖ on the occasion of evaluation, or even tokened ever in the history of the universe prior to its appearance between current mention-quotes. There need not have been any language in which such-and-such a sentence -was produced,‖ because the sentence may not have been produced at all.
Rather, the sentence mentioned in (1) and the shorter sentence mentioned in it are evidently being considered as types. That is legitimate; in natural languages, truth-values are sometimes predicated of sentence-types as well as of tokens. 18 Any solution to the Liar Paradox must accommodate that fact. We must extend our apparatus to cover types.
One way of doing that would be the backward way, viz., to reformalize sentences such as (1) into paraphrases about tokens; we might replace -‗Snow is white' is true‖ in (1) by -Every token of ‗Snow is white' would be true,‖ or the like. But we need not so complicate our paraphrases. Our present problem is really just to preserve the -designated language‖ assumption for types as well as for tokens, in the face of the fact that most types are never produced by actual speakers; and we can accomplish that task nearly by brute force.
Every natural-language sentence is a sentence of some natural language. When you first read (1), there was no doubt in your mind that -Snow is white‖ was a sentence of English in particular. Thus the -designated language‖ assumption is already looking good, 23 for the case of sentence-types. Of course, there are our two difficulties from earlier on: the problem of soundalikes, and the problem of fine-grained metalanguages.
Suppose there were a natural language quite different from English, an OSV language that happened to contain the lexemes -snow,‖ meaning kitty litter, -is,‖ a plural noun meaning verificationists, and a verb -white,‖ meaning to eat. 19 Then (1) would be ambiguous, and its new distinct reading would be (literally, so far as I know) false. But notice that the ambiguity appears within English, since (1) itself would be an English sentence on either reading. Such an ambiguity poses no threat to the -designated language‖ assumption.
What of the sentence -Snow is white‖ itself? It is now ambiguous as between its
English meaning and its OSV meaning; that ambiguity is cross-linguistic and so does require qualification of the assumption. The assumption must be relativized to a contextual disambiguating choice. Such choices are made constantly, perhaps invariably, in language understanding, independently of the present issue. Even when we lack access to a speaker's intentions, we hypothetically disambiguate and discuss either reading or both. Such is our way with ambiguity. Which way we would disambiguate -Snow is white‖ for purposes of Tarskian truth theory would depend on the natural language for which we were bent on providing a truth definition, in this case English rather than the OSV language.
If anything imperils the -designated language‖ assumption for sentence-types, it is the fine-grained horde of metalanguages, construed as -dialects of‖ a given natural language. Even if -Snow is white‖ is being remorselessly taken (in the context) as the English sentence rather than the OSV sentence, it has still not been identified as between O, M 1 , M 2 , M 879 and the rest. It is and will remain a grammatical sentence of every language in 24 the hierarchy. The -Prod‖ relation as originally intended will not help us assign -Snow is white‖ a designated language, for it does not apply to types and we have left actual tokenings behind. How, then, to support the -designated language‖ assumption?
I suggest we simply stick by the simple assignment policy I motivated for sentencetokens (-Assign each sentence to the lowest level possible‖). Items (i)-(iii) of the motivation apply to types as well as tokens. Item (iv), psychological plausibility, does not carry over directly, but it does so indirectly: If the type -Snow is white‖ were tokened, then other things being equal it would be produced in O rather than a metalanguage.
Let us mark the expansion of our designated-language apparatus by substituting -Iden‖ for -Prod‖; -Iden(S,L)‖ is to be read as -S is identified as a sentence of L.‖ Thus -S is true‖ will always be expanded as -T(S, (L)Iden(S, L)).‖ According to our conservative assignment policy, sentence (L) would be identified as a sentence of M 1 , for it is ill-formed in O but need not be raised to any level higher than M 1 . Thus, as was explained in section 2, it is false(-in-M 1 ).
CYCLES
Our truth-definition-saving technique is now complete. Let us apply it to Liar cycles, beginning with the simplest:
() () is false.
() () is true.
() contains a semantical term, so it is not a sentence of O. But it need not be raised any higher than M 1 , and so by our conservative assignment policy, we locate it at M 1 forthwith.
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Proceeding on to (), we see that () predicates falsity of (), which is a sentence of M 1 , and so we must identify () as a sentence of (at least, and again at most) M 2 .
Thus our cycle will be spelled out as (') (') is false-in-O.
(') (') is true-in-M 1 .
And ( But that is fine, for a parallel solution would then have presented itself. We would
As before, the truth definitions would be seen to entail a trivial truth, -Not: ('') is true-in-O,‖ and there would be no contradiction.
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Our -designated language‖ assumption is slightly embarrassed again, for we end up assigning different languages to each of the component sentences, depending on the order in which we consider the Liar cycle's members. This shows that my conservative assignment policy does not tamp down assignments as far as we would like, and there is still some arbitrariness in the designatings of our designated languages. But the alternative choices disjoin nicely: It does not matter which order we take; either choice dispels paradox. In real life, the sentences () and () would be tokened in one order or the other (else neither would designate the other), and that would determine their exact semantic interpretation.
Turning back to our contingent cycle:
The first fact to grasp is that ( 1 ), identified as a sentence of O, is true, i.e., true-in-O. Let us consider (ß) next, for (ß) directly mentions ( 1 ); thus we shall identify (ß) as a sentence of M 1 and take -false‖ in (ß) to mean -false-in-O.‖ ( 2 ) then will be a sentence of M 2 , since it predicates truth of (ß). The cycle will thus be understood as:
( 2 ') (ß') is true-in-M 1 .
(ß') Either ( 1 ) is false-in-O or ( 2 ') is false-in-O.
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But ( 2 ') and (ß') are both false, since ( 1 ) is true-in-O and ( 2 ') is not a sentence of O.
And the truth definitions for O, M 1 and M 2 survive, since the contradiction one would have derived, -( 2 ') is true iff ( 2 ') is false,‖ is disambiguated as -( 2 ') is true-in-M 2 iff ( 2 ') is false-in-O,‖ which is a truth.
What if we had taken ( 2 ') and (ß') in the opposite order? If, unnaturally, we refrain from looking ahead to what (ß') says, we can identify ( 2 ') as a sentence of M 1 . Then since (ß') applies -false‖ to ( 2 '), we must locate (ß') in M 2 . The paradox would then be explicated as:
(  1 ) Max has the three of clubs.
Since (ß'') is not a sentence of O, ( 2 '') is false(-in-M 1 ). (ß'') is entailed by that and so is true(-in-M 2 ) but redundant. And, once again, the proof that is supposed to derive the contradiction from the truth definitions fails.
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Finally, let us address the nastiest cycle I have encountered, Kripke's (1975, pp. 695-97) simultaneously, Dean includes a token of (N) within the range of a token of (D) and Nixon includes the relevant token of (D) within the range of the relevant token of (N). The best I can do is to read both sentences timelessly, as ranging over all tokens Nixon or Dean have produced or ever will produce concerning Watergate.
Even so, those tokens will have come and continue to come in a temporal order, and our conservative assignment policy will apply. Past and present utterances pose no new problem. Whichever of (N) and (D) is uttered first, the token will be identified as a sentence of the lowest-level metalanguage as is consistent with accommodating all the semantical predications produced up till that point, and the other member of the pair would then be kicked one level up. Thus ( Again, the semantical predications are relativized to the designated languages in which all the lower level assertions were or will be produced. Nixon, Dean or their brains can refer in that nonspecific way to the designated metalevels of future utterances without knowing what metalevels those will be.
I do here as before rely on the -designated language‖ assumption, and the example does still create a problem for that assumption; viz., since each of (D) and (N) is supposed to include the other in its range, it seems that each must be of higher level than the other, which (in case no one has noticed) is a contradiction. But so far as I can see, this is simply another case like those of ()/() and the contingent three-of-clubs cycle, in which there is some arbitrariness in the order of evaluation; we get different resolutions depending on whether we treat (D) first or (N) first, but either resolution is satisfactory. I have already argued that we can live with arbitrariness of that sort. straightforwardly paradoxical. But our question is, can it be used to derive a contradiction from the truth theory, once our Tarskian stratification is in place? To contradict I think not. Here is one way to see why. The other languages that concern us are just those in our Tarskian hierarchy, and (L R ) has a consequence regarding those in
In fact, (L R ) is equivalent to that conjunction itself conjoined with whatever other languages may be in the range of its quantifier. This means, given stratification, that the truth predicate occurring in (L R ) must be restricted in its application to the highest-ordered of the metalanguages M 1 , M 2 ,.… But of course there is no highest one in Plato's Heaven. It seems to follow that, contrary to appearances, (L R ) cannot be applied to any particular lower-ordered premise in order to generate a contradiction. There may be a contradiction lurking somewhere, but I see no way of actually deducing one from the Davidsonian truth theory.
In section 4 above I emphasized that -Plato's Heaven‖ here is mere abstraction, and that only a few of my metadialects are actually to be found in speakers' heads. Can we not 31 then restrict (L R ) to the latter languages, which quickly come to an end? Let us suppose that there are four of them in the head of a certain speaker at a time. Then (L R ) is equivalent to
. So, by our usual assignment policy, (L R ) must here be (L R 5). But now, alternately: (i) that is outright contrary to hypothesis; or (ii) we must understand the speaker as quickly growing-in the next higher metadialect, and if (ii), we must then reinterpret (L R ) as (L R 6), and we are off and running.
I am not altogether confident of the foregoing position. In particular, there may be a way of deducing a contradiction that I have not seen. Should it be so, we might do well to switch back to Lepore and Ludwig's less conservative method.
There will be other difficulties about semantic predication under my system-more problems created by ambiguity, no doubt, and I have barely mentioned deixis, which is a splitting headache for truth definitions already. 22 But I believe I have made my approach plausible enough to overcome the fear that truth definitions for entire natural languages are doomed to inconsistency.
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Notes 1 The term is Tarski's:
A characteristic feature of colloquial language (in contrast to various scientific languages) is its universality. It would not be in harmony with the spirit of this language if in some other language a word occurred which could not be translated into it; it could be claimed that ‗if we can speak meaningfully about a thing at all, we can also speak about it in colloquial language.' (Tarski [1933 (Tarski [ /1956 ])
It should be noted that the Liar afflicts truth-theoretic semantics of any sort, not just
Davidson's. In particular, the problem is no artifact of his extensionalism.
2 -This idea, we speculate, is what Davidson had in mind in the suggestion, in the passage above, that the claim that natural languages are universal is suspect once we see it leads to paradox‖ (ibid.). Though I like the idea itself and will vigorously pursue it below, I know of no evidence that Davidson had any type theory even tacitly in mind.
3 Within a few years, Davidson himself seemed to have given up: -The ideal of a theory of truth for a natural language in a natural language is unattainable if we restrict ourselves to Tarski's methods. The question then arises, how to give up as little as possible, and here theories allowed by Convention T seem in important respects optimal…. It is only the truth predicate itself (and the satisfaction predicate) that cannot be in the object language‖ (1973, p. 82) . 5 See, e.g., Barwise and Etchemendy (1987) , McGee (1991) , Simmons (1993) , Field (2008) , and all the works cited therein. 6 It would have been nice simply to ban self-reference itself, in view of the trouble it has caused in the analysis of English generally; it is tempting to conclude that self-referential expressions are not really well-formed or grammatical even in English. But as we have just seen, such a ban would not solve the Liar problem. Besides, it is just not true that selfreferential expressions in English must be ungrammatical or ill-formed, for some are plainly true sentences, such as -This sentence has five words‖; and Kripke (1975, p. 692) argues that -Gödel put the issue of the legitimacy of self-referential sentences beyond doubt; he showed that they are as incontestably legitimate as arithmetic itself.‖
7 I leave open for now the question of whether quotation devices themselves are to be left in the object language once semantical terms have been expelled.
